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PREFACE 
Off on the horizon a thunderstorm 
had been muttering darkly, and now it 
was on the horizon no longer, but close 
at hand. Overhead the sky was unquar-
ried slate. One of the heart-shaped lilac 
leaves quivered at the pat of a first drop. 
Into that tense cold quietness an 
oriole suddenly let loose a broken spiral 
of song, and then a plump robin on the 
lawn slanted its head and replied jauntily 
if prosaically and rather wormily. 
Of course it might be that the sky 
would fall, but then again it might not. 
There had been tempests before now. 
And even if this were the Day of Doom 
(and it sounded like it, that time!) the 
birds would sing right through the 
eleventh hour, because they were youth 
and the season was spring. 
Morse Allen 
[6] 
EDITORIAL 
The TRINITY REVIEW is now three years old. Started as an 
experiment here at Trinity, its various boards have learned 
much in these brief years both as to the type of magazine 
desired by the students and the type of material available for 
publication. Although when founded the stated purpose of 
the magazine was to present an opportunity for the expression 
of creative writing, the object of the magazine is obviously two-
fold. First of all, it must and should please the readers who 
make its existence possible. Secondly, it has an obligation to 
fulfill to those who turn in manuscripts. Thus in the past a 
variety of material has been presented which it was believed 
would be of general interest; but any work of special interest 
to some one group in the college has not been barred from 
publication when the merits of that work have been adequately 
estimated and confirmed. With this idea in mind the maga-
zine has more than once published Latin poetry, realizing 
fully that this would not appeal to all readers, but, being work 
of exceptional note, would be deeply appreciated by those 
understanding it. Our gratitude to all who, in many ways 
make the REVIEW possible, is strong as is our faith in the worth 
of our task. It is thus that the Board hopes to interest all 
students, or as many as possible, in contributing manuscripts 
to the magazine, and in reading the publication. Welcoming 
criticism at all times, we go on with our experimental project, 
hoping that one day it will become as solid and deeply-rooted 
as the ever rising elms which line our campus. 
[7] 
INITIATION 
Ernest N. Dickinson} }41 and Prospera DeBona, }41 
In the hallway Upton Bruce Delaney spoke to the girl at 
the reception desk. 
"I believe Miss Gale Russell is expecting me," he murmured. 
His offhand tone caused the girl to raise her eyebrows. 
"Will you wait in the lounge, please?" 
Upton nodded and stepped into the next room. As he looked 
about him and saw that the room was empty, he relaxed his 
shoulders. It was a large room, Stafford Lounge, one of the 
biggest in the school. Stained oak panels and portraits of 
austere patrons of Gary College for Women decorated the 
walls. Green divans and over-stuffed chairs were scattered 
about the room; and a large mirror framed with golden 
nymphs hung at the further end. When Upton caught sight 
of the mirror, he walked towards it. In front of it he stopped 
and stared doggedly at his own image. He jerked his shoulders 
erect and waggled his already straight tie. He smiled, frowned, 
then smiled again- the second time more assuredly. 
Slim and not very tall, Upton had slick dark hair, exactly 
parted on the left. His face was thin, at the present time 
rather white. One's attention was drawn immediately to his 
unusually large, glistening eyes. His eyes were very large. 
They didn't bulge, but they were large. And whenever Upton 
felt self-conscious he squinted in an attempt to make them 
look smaller. He squinted once or twice now before he re-
treated to a green chair in the corner. Leaning back in the 
chair he crossed his legs and glanced nervously at his wrist 
watch. 
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Now, more vividly than ever, he recalled that evening a 
week ago when he had met Gale. It had been backstage after 
his performance as Cyrano de Bergerac. Three and a half 
years of persistent labor in the Randolph College Dramatic 
Club, and that night Upton had reached the climax of his 
college career as an actor. The most conclusive proof of his 
personal triumph was the fact that she, Gale Russell, had come 
backstage to congratulate him. He was talking to Doc Prentice, 
who had directed the production, when he felt a soft, firm 
hand on his shoulder, a hand that compelled him to turn 
around. 
"You were wonderful, Mr. Delaney," she had said, gazing 
at him. "You were wonderful." 
As soon as he saw the tall, dark, goddess-like creature that 
stood before him, the muscles of his throat tightened. His 
make-up concealed a blush of embarrassment. 
"You know, I'm something of a drama student, myself," 
she had said. "We really have a lot in common. Perhaps we 
shall get together sometime, don't you think?" 
Before Upton could collect himself to stammer out a reply, 
he saw her back disappearing through the door. 
And then three nights ago she had telephoned. It had been 
a blitzkrieg. Gale proposed the date and set the time with 
only a few grunts of dazed acknowledgement from Upton. 
The thing came so fast. And Upton was not used to coping 
with things that came fast. 
By the time he had reached his room after the phone call 
his heart was struck with panic. Upton was by nature a 
recluse. His social contacts through the dramatics club had 
little affected his naturally reticent temperament. He walked 
into the room absorbed in the growing realization that he, 
Upton Bruce Delaney, had a date with the most sought-after 
woman at neighboring Gary College. There had been four 
fellows seated around a bridge table in his room. 
"Hi, fellows," he said. But they didn't hear him. 
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"Fellows," he said weakly. "You know what? -I got a 
date." 
The four boys looked up. 
"Yeah," he said. "I got a date with Gale Russell." 
For a minute no one spoke. Then one of the boys snickered. 
Harry, his roommate, nodding his tousled, red head, winked 
at his partner. "Sure," he said, "I got to meet Hedy Lamarr 
down at the drug store in ten minutes." 
As they went on about their game, Upton walked over to 
the bridge table and flipped through the extra deck of cards. 
"No kidding. She just called me up and made a date for 
next Saturday night." 
One of the fellows told him to keep quiet, he couldn't con-
centrate; but his roommate laid down his cards and looked 
at Upton closely. 
"Wait a minute, boys," he said. "Hey, Uppie you're really 
fooling, aren't you?" 
"No," said Upton, "I'm not." 
Harry whistled in amazement. Again no one spoke. Then 
one of the boys said, "Quit your kidding, U ppie." 
"I swear I'm not kidding," he had said. And somehow the 
look of desperation in his large eyes bore out the truth of his 
words. 
Upton had actually intended to call her back, to tell her 
that he was sorry but wouldn't be able to make it. But the 
boys had goaded him into keeping the date. 
"Why you wouldn't know what to do with a woman like 
that!" they had said. And-
"Gonna flash those baby-blue eyes at her, Uppie ?" 
"Upton Delaney - gone with the Gale!" 
"My God! She's lookin' for a man, Uppie, a man." 
The boys had infuriated him. Finally he had said, "Now 
listen to me, Harry, and the rest of you guys. I got a technique 
all my own. Me, I'll get by. I was good enough to get a date 
with her; I guess I can take care of her, too." 
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And during the next two days Upton came to believe what 
he told the boys about his special technique. He lay in bed 
at night thinking of what he would say to her and what he 
would do. Last night after ordering champagne he had taken 
her by the hand and led her down the bank of Cypress Lake 
on the Gary campus. There in the moonlight he had caressed 
her, had told her how exquisitely beautiful she was. 
By slow degrees he became ready, more than ready, afire 
with enthusiasm for their next meeting. He even counted the 
hours until he should see her again. As his enthusiasm 
mounted, so did his confidence. He was certain he could not 
fail to become the leading man in Gale Russell's life. 
And then only two hours ago when his self-assurance had 
been soaring at its greatest height, suddenly the whole struc-
ture of his morale had collapsed. As he stood before the mirror 
adjusting his gray and red knitted tie, the reflection of his 
eyes appeared grotesquely large, distorted by a flaw in the 
glass. Something snapped inside of him. He dropped his 
hands to his side. 
"I can't do it, Harry," he moaned, "It's no use, Harry. I 
can't. I can't do it." 
Harry, who was sprawled out on the bed at the opposite 
side of the room looking at the cartoons in Esquire, was 
quick to notice the expression of anguish on his roommate's 
face. 
"Hey! What are you talking about?" he exclaimed. "What 
the hell 's come over you? Getting cold feet?" 
"I'm not going," Upton said. 
He took off his necktie. 
"Your own business," Harry muttered. "But the boys are 
sure going to get a kick out of this." 
Upton began to take off his shirt. 
"Haven't you got any self-respect?" asked Harry. 
"No," replied Upton. 
"Now you listen to me, Uppie," said Harry, springing to his 
feet. "Maybe I make fun of you sometimes, but I got your 
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interest at heart. So you're not exactly a Don Juan with the 
women! So what? ... You're an actor, aren't you?" 
Upton stared morosely into the mirror. "What's that got to 
do with it?" he mumbled. 
"Play the part of a smooth guy, with Gale as your audience," 
explained Harry. 
"Aw, no, I couldn't do that. Besides I- I think I've fallen 
in love with her." 
With a shrug of his shoulders Harry returned to Esquire. 
"Suit yourself," he said. He turned over three pages and then 
he jumped up and shouted, "Now you listen to me-" 
Harry had launched a tirade that lasted ten minutes. As 
he continued his encouragement, Upton felt himself again 
gaining confidence - this time a confidence not placed in him-
self as a man, but in himself as an actor. 
"Do as I tell you, Uppie, and you'll be all set," had been 
Harry's admonition. Harry became enthusiastic as his ideas 
took more definite shape. 
"First of all, you want to play the part of a sophisticate. 
You see what I mean? You want to treat the girl at the 
beginning with just a trace of disdain. Not much, because you 
don't want to overdo it. Just a trace. And as part of the act 
you might give her a line about - " 
Upton had listened avidly while Harry described the part 
he was to play. Once he interrupted to ask with a worried 
frown, "What about the necking part of it, Harry? How do 
you want me to act when we come to the necking part?" 
Harry had laughed uproariously. "You don't need to worry 
about that, Uppie, old man. You'll never get that far the first 
night. Not with Gale Russell, you won't." 
U ppie had accepted this judgment with relief. 
"Now," Harry continued. "Now for some of the finer 
details. About your tone of voice - " 
And so the two men had plotted. Fitting Harry's profound 
knowledge of women to Upton's histrionic technique, they had 
plotted the evening's drama. 
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"Well, Cyrano- " 
The words came softly across the room; yet they snapped 
him back into the present. There in the doorway stood Gale 
Russell. 
Her hair was black and she wore it straight with a part in 
the middle and a slight curl in it down around where it touched 
her shoulders. She had the kind of body a tall girl gets when 
she does a lot of swimming- mostly straight and slim except 
for a curve or two here and there where a curve or two is most 
desirable. And the curves were smooth and firm and full. 
"Well, Cyrano," she said. "I like you even better without 
your nose." 
He stood up awkwardly. He squinted; then as he fell into 
his part he opened his eyes unnaturally wide, as if in defiance. 
She said, "My goodness, Grandpa, what large eyes you have." 
Upton winced. Smiling ingratiatingly, he said, "All the 
better to absorb your charms with, Miss Russell." 
He spoke in a modulated tone with an almost imperceptible 
trace of a Harvard accent. His enunciation was clipped, but 
just enough so to lend a certain distinction to his speech. 
Standing a few feet away from her, he looked into her eyes. 
After a minute she looked away; she colored slightly. Then 
she met his gaze again, and this time she said, "Shall we go?" 
He took his time answering. 
"Of course," he said easily. 
And then with her leading the way they left the building. 
Outside they went down the walk to Harry's convertible coupe, 
the maroon body of which still showed scratchy evidences of 
Harry's summer excursion to Yuma. Its top was down. Walk-
ing up to the door, Gale stopped and waited for Upton to open 
it for her. Upton without glancing at her walked around 
behind the car to his side and slipped in. As he reached for 
the ignition, he noticed Gale standing there. 
"Aren't you coming?" he said. 
Gale remarked stiffly, "The gentlemen I know usually open 
the door for me." 
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Upton leaned across and opened the door from the inside. 
As the car sped along the road to East Harton, Upton slouched 
down in a comfortable position; sitting erectly, looking straight 
ahead, Gale brushed her hair back from her forehead into the 
wind. Her eyes had a quiet assurance. For a while neither of 
them spoke. 
"Is there any particular place you'd like to go?" Upton asked. 
Gale pursed her lips thoughtfully, and half nodding she 
said, "Yes .... Several of the girls and their dates have gone 
into Boston to the Copley Plaza. We might join them." 
She looked at her wrist watch and said, "It's only twenty 
miles, and the floor show doesn't start for an hour or so." 
Upton was quiet. He glanced into his rear view mirror, 
then pulled out to pass the car in front of him. 
"Well, I suppose we might do that; it sounds like fun. But 
I don't feel particularly in the mood for joining a crowd 
tonight. Since we're both so interested in the theatre, I thought 
we might go to a quiet little place right here in East Harton 
and talk. Just the two of us." 
Still looking ahead through the windshield, Gale said, "Well, 
do we have to go to a quiet place to talk about the theatre?" 
Upton said, "Oh, this place isn't too quiet." 
Gale glanced at him quickly, then looked back at the road 
again. Upton took a few deep breaths. 
"Ah, bracing, this May air, isn't it? We're going to have 
a full moon tonight, too." 
He turned to grin jauntily at her. She smiled back- a 
quick, startled smile. 
Five minutes later as they entered the outskirts of East 
Harton, Gale slouched down comfortably in her seat, and, 
looking about, she said, "I like East Harton, don't you?" 
"Mmm, I rather like the little town." 
From the main street Upton turned off towards the river. 
"Where are we going?" asked Gale. 
They drove on several blocks. 
"Here it is." And Upton pulled up to the curb sharply. 
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Brick apartment houses with rambling fire escapes and 
dimly-lit entrances lined each side of the street. The facade 
before which Upton had stopped stood between two of these 
houses. On each side of the entrance was a large, plate glass 
window screened on the inside by Venetian blinds. From the 
left window shone forth a crown of neon light, and above it 
gleamed the word Barbarossa; on the other window in neat, 
white letters was printed Booths For Ladies. And directly 
above the entrance hung another neon sign, which proclaimed: 
THE ELITE BAR AND GRILL. 
Upton, jumping out of the car quickly, ran around to the 
other side. As he opened the door, he said, "I just discovered 
this place last week." 
Before she could stammer out a reply he took her by the 
arm and led her briskly into the grill. Marching through the 
tap room to the inner chamber "for ladies and escorts only," 
Upton waved jovially at the pudgy-faced man who was wiping 
the bar. 
"Business any better this week, Joe?" 
The man addressed as Joe looked up in surprise. 
"Yeah, sure, it's always okay." 
He eyed Upton suspiciously. After the two had disappeared 
into the further room, he turned to the fat woman who was 
reading a newspaper at the end of the bar. 
"Hey, Maud," he exclaimed, "who the hell was that guy?" 
Upton and Gale weaved their way through a crowd of 
dancers to an empty corner booth. It was a large, dimly-lit 
room. Booths lined three sides, and an ornate nickelodeon 
stood against the center of the far wall. As they took seats on 
opposite sides of the table, Gale said, "Is this your quiet little 
place?" 
"Yes, it is," he said proudly, drawing a deep breath. "Per-
haps not the type of place you're used to going to, but it's 
tremendously interesting- especially if you get to know the 
people that come here, as I have." 
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Gale appeared a little confused. 
"But you- you said you only discovered it last week!" 
"Ah, yes, but how warm and friendly these people are," he 
said. "It's in a place like this that one sees the common man 
at play. And when the common man plays, he bares his 
heart-" 
Upton gazed out at the dance floor. 
"The heart of the common man," he continued, "with its 
paradox of petty sordidness and- and glorious simplicity." 
Then as an afterthought he said quietly, "That's the theme 
of a novel I'm doing." 
"Oh, you're writing a novel?" Gale exclaimed. She leaned 
her elbows on the table and bent towards him. 
"Yes," he chuckled modestly. "Of course I don't expect any-
thing great- yet." 
"And you act, too! How extraordinary!" Gale was enthus-
iastic. "And how versatile, but-" 
"Oh, not really versatile," he broke in. "I look upon writing 
and acting as one art. It's a special theory of mine," he said 
with a wave of his hand. 
"What a fascinating idea," Gale murmured. "How did you 
reach that conclusion?" 
Upton beckoned to the waiter, and turning back to her he 
said, "Oh, let's not talk shop any more, shall we? What would 
you like to drink?" 
"Scotch and soda," she said and continued to gaze at him. 
"Good girl," he said approvingly. "Scotch is the only thing 
to drink." And turning to the waiter, "Two scotch and sodas, 
please." 
After the waiter had left, Gale watched Upton as he looked 
around at the crowd of dancers. She said suddenly, "Tell me, 
Cyrano, you're going to graduate this June, aren't you?" 
"Yes, I am," he said. 
"What will you do when you graduate?" 
"I thought we weren't going to talk shop." 
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As he frowned at her, Gale laughed. "You're the boss," she 
said. "What shall we talk about then?" 
The waiter brought their drinks and set them down with a 
bang on the table. When he left, Gale began again, "It's a 
shame we never met before. We might have had so much 
fun." 
"We can still have fun, can't we?" 
And he smiled - a peculiar smile. 
"That grin of yours, Mr. Cyrano, was positively lecherous," 
she accused. And then they both laughed. 
Gale and Upton sat there silently for a time watching a 
young couple stamping and whirling about on the dance floor. 
"Shall we dance, Cyrano?" asked Gale. 
Upton said quickly, "You know, I'm sorry I brought you 
here. I guess I stampeded you into it, Gale. Would you like to 
go somewhere else?" 
"So soon!" Gale exclaimed. "Well, no, but- it is a little 
bit stuffy in here." 
"Then let's leave. We can decide where to go when we get 
in the car." 
"All right. Let's go for a ride anyway. It's such a lovely 
. " evenmg. 
They started to rise; then Gale sat down again. "Our 
drinks," she said. "We haven't touched them." 
"Ah, we must, by all means," said Upton. 
"Fine." She lifted her glass. "A toast. To us." 
She smiled at him. 
"That's right, Gale. To us!" 
They drank. 
The maroon coupe with the top down rolled slowly along 
the winding road which circled Cypress Lake at the nortl1ern 
end of Gary campus. It stopped where there were woods on 
both sides of the road, woods which slanted upwards on one 
side and down on the other. 
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Opening her door Gale took Upton's hand and then stepped 
out onto the road. 
"Come on, Cyrano," she said. "I know a beautiful spot 
down here by the boat house." 
She led him down the embankment into a grove of pines 
that bordered the lake. They sat there on a bed of pine needles 
where the moon sketched a dappled pattern all about them. 
On the water it laid a tapering path of golden light almost 
to their feet. As Gale let go of his hand and drew her knees 
up to her breast, Upton, sitting very straight, crossed his legs 
awkwardly. 
"Listen to the peep frogs. I love the spring when every-
thing is so fresh and - and - " 
Finding words inadequate, Gale sighed. 
Neither spoke for a while. 
"What are you thinking of?" she asked. 
"Nothing," he said. And then with perfect timing and 
finesse he yawned. 
"You ought to go to bed nights, Cyrano," Gale said. "Do 
your dates keep you that busy?" 
"Dates?- Huh!" Upton straightened his shoulders. "Oh, 
I seldom have time for women." 
Gale looked at him and drew in her cheeks wrily. "Yes, I 
can imagine you as a regular, old hermit." 
Lying back with another long sigh, she closed her eyes and 
murmured, "Oh, Cyrano, smell the pines." She stared up-
ward. "Lie back with me and look up at the moon," she said. 
Turning the face of his watch toward the moon, he glanced 
at it. "Thirty-two minutes past nine," he said. 
"Oh, is that all it is? Come on, lie down." 
She looked at him and patted the ground beside her. 
For the first time since they had left Stafford Hall, Upton 
squinted. He squinted hard and looked away from her. 
"That a boat house?" he said with a nod towards the 
shadowy, white building at the edge of the water. 
"Yes, it is," she replied, and there was a hint of exasperation 
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in her voice. "Can't you be a little more attentive, Cyrano? 
You're hardly flattering." 
Upton looked at her quickly, nervously, but he saw that she 
was smiling. 
"How peculiar you men are! And I thought I had you all 
figured out." 
Upton said, "Any boats in the boat house?" 
She nodded listlessly. Then with eagerness she said, "Upton, 
I know! Let's go for a canoe ride." 
She sprang to her feet and ran to the back entrance of the 
building. "It's open," she called over her shoulder to Upton 
who followed her hesitantly. 
"Do- do you think we ought to take a canoe out this late?" 
"Oh, of course. Don't be so lazy!" Gale protested. "I bet 
you just don't want to paddle." 
And Upton, who had never paddled in his life, said, "As 
a matter of fact, it will seem rather good to have a paddle in 
my hands again." 
And then after a few minutes they were out on the lake, 
moving in a zigzag fashion along the path of the moon. A 
light breeze had arisen, and it made the column of moonlight 
shimmer gently. Upton, sitting in the stern, struggled to keep 
the bow of the canoe headed in a single direction. It was a 
broad canoe. Gale sat in the center facing Upton, and reclined 
against a lattice back rest. As she watched him paddle, she 
smiled demurely. 
"Have you ever been in love, Cyrano?" she remarked. 
He looked at her. 
"Nope," he said. 
Gale laughed at him. "How ridiculous," she exclaimed. And 
then she added, "I don't believe you." 
Upton continued to paddle, first on one side of the canoe, 
then on the other, his face intense, as he concentrated on his 
labor. He glanced at her quickly, then looked away. 
In a serious tone of voice she said, "I think what I like 
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about you, Cyrano, is your attitude; it's so completely different 
-and kind of refreshing, too." 
After she said that, there was quiet in the canoe, quiet 
broken only by the swish of the paddle and the sound of the 
peep frogs. 
"Most of the men I go out with, they're all the same. Mak-
ing foolish wisecracks and showing off like little children. 
They're either insipid glamour boys that can't even carry off 
their sophistication, or else they're the crude, week-kneed, 
gaping kind. Perhaps-" 
And then she hesitated a moment. "Perhaps what I've been 
really searching for is a man with complete, masterful poise, a 
man that is a man." 
"Like me perhaps?" 
Gale put her head back and giggled impulsively. "Lay 
down that paddle and come sit beside me, you disdainful, old 
grouch." 
She moved over to make room for him. "Come on," she 
insisted. After some hesitation Upton crawled forward. The 
canoe teetered precariously as he wedged himself in beside her. 
"Comfortable?" she asked, wiggling a bit. 
"Yeah," he said. He glanced at his watch. "It's nine forty-
five. Maybe I better start paddling back." 
"Oh, let's drift in, Cyrano. We'll drift to the shore, I guess, 
eventually." 
Her voice sounded carefree and gay. 
"Here," she murmured. She put one arm about him. With 
the other she pressed his head to her shoulder. 
Now that the breeze had died down the lake was calm 
again. The chorus of peep frogs kept up their shrill, piping 
clamor, and occasionally from far over on the main highway 
could be heard the whine of a truck as it shifted gears on 
the hill. 
Gale ran her fingers through Upton's hair. She did so 
several times. Then she frowned. Suddenly she drew her hand 
away as though startled. 
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'lSay, what's the matter?" she asked. 
Holding Upton by the shoulders, she turned him so that she 
could look into his face. Upton was trembling. His liquid 
eyes had a dull look. 
Gazing at him she murmured huskily, "Oh, you poor dear. 
Are you that fond of me?" 
'"Kiss me," she whispered. 
Upton did not move ; he did not move a fraction of an inch. 
"Kiss me," she repeated. 
Upton sat motionless. 
'~Still the disdainful lord, aren't you?" 
She drew him nearer, placed her lips close to his. For a 
few moments they remained that way, like statues. And then 
Upton kissed her. 
.. Gale, who was the first to draw back, looked down at the 
bottom of the canoe. She bit her lip and frowned. When she 
spoke again, she spoke slowly, with a cool flatness of tone. 
"Have you ever kissed a girl before?" she said. 
Upton did not answer. His dull gaze averted hers. 
·: 
1
'W ell, have you or haven't you?" she asked. 
·Upton's lips began to quiver as he edged a little away from 
her. Gale stared at him incredulously. 
-:- ~~You're afraid of me," she said. 
With a quick glance at her Upton wet his lips and shook 
his head no. But Gale's frown had vanished; now she smiled 
bitterly. 
"Why you poor, little, innocent child," she exclaimed. 
At once Upton thrust himself forward in a grotesque effort 
to kiss her. Gale averted her face easily, and as she did Upton 
lost his balance and lurched to one side. He grabbed the gun-
wale with both hands; in a second the canoe turned over and 
both of them tumbled into the lake. 
Almost instantly Gale's head bobbed up to the surface. As 
soon as she wiped a few strands of hair out of her eyes, she 
started with long easy strokes toward the shore. Upton only 
a few yards from the half-submerged canoe thrashed the water. 
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"I can't swim," he blurted out desperately. "I can't- Help 
me! -I ca-" 
His head went down while one hand still clutched toward 
the canoe. Gale was beside him immediately. She took one 
of his hands and put it on her shoulder. 
"Now hold on with the other one, too," she said. 
Gale towed him slowly but easily to shore. Climbing up 
onto the land she squeezed the water out of her hair. Upton 
clambered onto the bank beside her. 
"I - I want to thank you," Upton said. 
Gale did not speak for a minute; then she said, "The canoe 
will be taken care of by someone at school." 
Upton stamped his feet in an attempt to shake off some of 
the mud clots on his pant legs. 
"Since it's such a short distance back," Gale said, "I think I'll 
walk to the dormitory." 
She turned to go. 
"Goodbye, Cyrano," she said. 
"Goodbye," Upton muttered. 
He watched her walk along the bank of the lake and into 
a large grove of pine trees. For a minute he stared at the place 
where she had disappeared. Then he blew his nose on a wet 
handkerchief and started slowly up the embankment toward 
his car. 
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TOTALITARIANISM IN THE COSMOS 
RAYMOND CuNNINGHAM, JR., '43 
Time: A few years hence. 
Dramatis Personae: St. Peter, Satan, Adolf Hitler, Benito 
Mussolini, Goebbels, Gayda, Angels, Demons, etc. 
ScENE I 
In the vicinity of the Pearly Gates 
Adolf Hitler: Well Benito, old man, it was a great life 
while it lasted, but I suppose all good things must come to an 
end. It is about time I had a rest anyway. Saving the world 
from corrupt Jewish capitalism is very fatiguing. Do you 
think we'll have any trouble with this fellow Peter, the dirty 
non-Aryan? 
Benito Mussolini: No, Adolf, my dear Axis Partner, my 
fellow Caesar, I do not believe that two superior Aryans like 
ourselves with the blood of conquerors flowing in our virile 
veins will have any difficulty persuading this cringing Israelite 
to open the gates and allow us to make our usual triumphal 
entry. 
Goebbels: No, Master, he would not dare to impede your 
progress. His accursed race has been ground into the dust. 
He will grovel before you and do your bidding. If the dog 
dares to resist, we shall have a little retaliation with pursuit, 
aye, a veritable Blitzkrieg. 
Gayda: Yes, the victorious sons of Roma and Germania 
shall shoulder to shoulder press against the Great Gates and 
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bursting through in clouds of smoke and glory shall together 
under their unexcelled leaders set up a new order in the 
heavenly Kingdom. 
Hitler: Now, boys, don't get too enthusiatic about this 
business. Remember that the German army isn't behind us. 
I sent a large fifth column up here, very large, but I have heard 
no reports from them. By now they should have all the arch-
angels under their control, though I do imagine that it is 
rather difficult to find enough evidence to blackmail an angel. 
Well, here we are. Goebbels, go tell that fellow Peter that we 
have arrived. We will give him fifteen minutes to assemble 
their reception committee. I think a fanfare on the trumpets 
would be more appropriate than this harp and hosannah stuff 
they have here. 
Goebbels: Yes, mein Fuhrer, it shall be done immediately. 
Shall I put it in the form of an ultimatum or a request? 
Hitler: A request, by all means; but with the force of an 
ultimatum. 
Goebbels: Going up to St. Peter. Achtung! 
St. Peter: Yes? Peering over the rims of his glasses. What 
is it? 
Goebbels: Herr Adolf Hitler, late Chancellor of the Third 
German Reich, leader of the Germanic Peoples, and Master of 
Europe, requests permission to make a state visit to the King-
dom of Heaven. He is perfectly willing to meet the Almighty 
on equal and friendly terms, and to discuss with him their 
future relative positions. He demands that all due courtesy 
and respect be paid to him and that his route shall be lined 
with happy and friendly faces. Frequent blasts from all avail-
able trumpets should herald his coming. The Nordic "Heil" 
shall replace the Hebrew "Hosannah." He believes that the 
government up here should be efficient enough to make all 
preparations in fifteen minutes. Dismissed. 
St. Peter: Adolf Hitler, you say? Hmmm. Flips the pages 
of his book. Here is his record. We shall see whether this 
mortal merits entry. Reads. Well .... Well! ... Well! ! ! 
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You may tell Adolf Hitler to go to Hell. Tell him not to 
bother to stop at Purgatory. Don't stand there gibbering like 
the ape you are. Tell that ... that .... Get him away from 
this place! ! 
Goebbels: Taken aback. Why you filthy Jew. How dare 
you speak of our exalted leader in such terms. You. . . . 
I ... He . . . I . . . I demand .... 
St. Peter: Roaring. Go! 
Goebbels: Yes, sir. Runs back to Hitler with his tail 
between his legs. Fuhrer, he seems displeased. What shall 
we do? 
Hitler: Coming out from behind a convenient cloud. Yes, 
so I heard. Ahem. I will speak to this upstart myself. Aside. 
Oh for just one little army corps, or a couple of tanks. Swag-
gering up to St. Peter. I am Adolf Hitler .... St. Peter glares 
at him and motions to two tough-looking Seraphim. Hitler 
slinks off with a "just-taking-a-little-stroll air" as the two 
approach him. 
Mussolini: As Hitler comes up to him. Well, Adolf, I 
guess you're a bit unpopular up here. This is one place where 
I will be number one man. 
Hitler: Listen, Benito, you are just as bad as I am. You 
won't stand a chance either. 
Mussolini: Ah, but I have an ace up my sleeve. Watch. 
He goes up to St. Peter and thrusts his jaw out. I am Benito 
Mussolini. His Holiness, Pope Pius, who, I believe, is a dis-
tinguished resident within your walls, is a very good friend of 
mine. Would you please call the gentleman? St. Peter mumbles 
some directions to a nearby angel. The angel leaves. He then 
starts thumbing through his book. Here, here! You don't need 
to go to all that trouble and formality. My old pal Pius will 
see to everything. Peter silences him with an eyebrow. 
St. Peter: As the angel returns and whispers something in 
his ear. He said that? Tsk! Tsk! Hardly charitable. But I 
suppose in this case it is excusable. Pointing to Mussolini. 
Eject that vermin! Mussolini flees before the angel can get 
to him. 
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Mussolini: That ungrateful dog, Pius; to do a thing like 
this after I had so generously given him my protection. It is 
getting so that there is no such thing as honor nowadays. 
Hitler: I told you so. Well, what are we going to do now? 
Goebbels: I think that I shall try and get in myself. I 
have led a very pious and upright life. Hitler just looks at him. 
Well. ... In a pompous tone. I shall follow my Fuhrer. 
Gayda: Though I am sure I could enter the gates of 
Heaven, my place is by the side of my hero and conqueror. 
Lead; I shall follow. 
Mussolini: Well, Adolf, I don't know about you, but I 
think it is rather cold and lonely here. I don't like the idea 
of wandering about in the Cosmos for all eternity. 
Hitler: Now don't be discouraged, Ben, old boy. This place 
hasn't licked us yet. We'll sneak in under an assumed name, 
or climb the wall, or something. 
Gayda: As a number of big, burly angels sidle forth from 
the gate. Look at those fellows coming towards us. I don't 
think they could be called overjoyed at our presence. 
Hitler: Just ignore them. They'll go away, I hope. The 
largest of the angels plants himself directly in front of Hitler, 
arms akimbo, and glowers belligerently at him. Hitler moves 
back a step or two, nervously eyeing the menacing presence. 
The angel thrusts himself forward. Er. ... Good afternoon. 
Ah ... nice little place you have up here. You ... ah .. . 
don't mind if we sort of admire it? 
Angel: Yes I do mind! You clear out of here. Come on, 
get. Whirls Hitler around and boots him in the general direc-
tion of Hades. You guys too. The other angels assist the rest 
in like manner. 
Mussolini: You can't do this to us. I ... Ow! Cut it out! 
Ouch! The ejection becomes a rout. Hitler, Mussolini, 
Goebbels, and Gayda rush off at top speed, the angels gleefully 
pursuing them. There is an intermingling of shouts and cries 
like the following: "OOOooo," "Get that one with the baboon 
face!" an angel with an obvious Cockney accent "Hi say, Bert, 
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watch me warm this 'ere 'itler wif a lightnin' bolt;" "Oh, well 
played, Alf!," howls, shrieks. The angels chase them to the 
Heaven county line and make sure they take the road to Hell. 
Curtain 
HYMN OF GOEBBELS AND GAYDA 
Sung antiphonally as they tumble down 
the Golden Stairs 
1. The glory of all Germany, 
The Master of the World, 
Has spurned an offer'd seat in Heav'n; 
Temptation from him hurled. 
2. Our virile Duce, man of steel, 
Renounces Heav'nly ease, 
And chooses now the rugged path 
That leads to victories. 
3. The Shining Kingdom does not hold 
A people fit to be 
The healthy and contented slaves 
Of such a man as he. 
4. Our two great leaders now go on 
To find a better place, 
With sterner men which they can rule 
Without a loss of face. 
Together 
5. To the Axis press we dedicate 
This little song of ours, 
As proof their chiefs adrift in space 
Still wield their earthly pow'rs. 
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Heil Hitler! Viva Mussolinil 
THUMP! They hit bottom. 
ScENE II 
The setting is a dark, damp, desolate spot surrounded by 
large black rocks. At the left is a great, gaping hole from 
which come faint noises and a flickering red glow. 
Four miserable figures shuffle onto the stage from the right. 
They are the four adventurers of the previous scene, bruised 
and battered from their encounter with the angels and 
obviously uneasy in these gloomy surroundings. 
Mussolini: In an awed whisper. Where do you suppose we 
are, Adolf? 
Hitler: How should I know? It's a slimy, unhealthy place, 
wherever it is. 
Gayda: I think we must be near Hell. I remember falling 
past a sign that said "Hell, Straight Down" as we were leaving 
that place up there. 
Goebbels: Hell? Ohhh! I've heard some terrible things 
about that place. Perhaps we had better turn back. 
Hitler: Oh no! I'm not going up there again. And I don't 
think I want to stay here. I'm for going on even if this way 
does lead to Hell. He is silent for a minute. You know? Hell 
might not be such a bad place after all. If what they say is 
right, I ought to be an important man when I'm in there. 
Important. Hmmmm .... That's a starting point. Buck up, 
boys! Your Uncle Adolf isn't licked yet. Forward! He 
ostentatiously starts goose-stepping towards the left, but slips 
and lands unceremoniously on his bottom end. Before the 
others can come up to help him rise, a figure in black with a 
pointed beard and a slight odor of sulphur lingering about him 
emerges from the hole and lends Hitler a hand. 
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Stranger: Bad spot that. I hope you weren't hurt. 
Hitler: Thanks. No, I'm all right. But say, where did 
you come from? 
Stranger: Pointing to the hole. From there. 
Hitler: You must know these parts. Can you tell us where 
we are? 
Stranger: Yes, that tunnel is one of the entrances to Hell. 
It isn't far from here. Ahh . . . that moustache! You must 
be Adolf Hitler! 
Hitler: Why yes, I am. But how did you know, living in 
this forsaken place as you do? 
Stranger: In an oily voice. Everyone has heard of the great 
Adolf Hitler. They have been following your career very care-
fully down in Hell. Oh yes. 
Hitler: Oh, nothing at all, nothing at all. But you seem to 
know something about Hell. I wish you could tell me a few 
things about it. By the way, you don't happen to be a minor 
official or anything like that, do you? 
Stranger: Oh no, I'm not a minor official. 
Hitler: You must be an inmate then. How is it that you 
are walking around free? Did you escape, or something? 
Stranger: Yes, you might say I escaped. 
Hitler: Well then, I assume you don't like it in Hell. My 
friend, you're just the man I'm looking for. How would you 
like to be one of the bigshots down there; wear medals; ride 
in big open cars; tell everybody else what to do? Sounds great, 
doesn't it, Pal? Motions to Mussolini. I'd like you to meet a 
friend of mine. This is Benito Mussolini. You may have heard 
of him too. 
Stranger: Yes, of course I have. How do you do Mr. 
Mussolini. 
Mussolini: Call me "Ben," brother. Aside to Hitler. What's 
the game, Adolf? 
Hitler: Stick around; you'll find out. To Stranger. Well, 
what do you say? Let's have a little talk. My friend, I like 
your looks. You're a born leader if I ever saw one. I'm going 
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to let you get in on a big thing. I'm going to let you in right 
on the. ground floor. All you have to do is to play ball with 
me; just give me a little information, and do one or two little 
things for me. · 
Stranger: Oh I'll do anything. Did you say that I might 
be a ... a "bigshot ?" 
Hitler: Bigshot! Ho ho! You'll be a lot bigger than that! 
Maybe you'll be a Minister of State! There's no telling what 
you'll be! Has anyone got a medal? 
Goebbels: I have. I swiped it from Goering before I left. 
He never knew the difference! 
Hitler: Here. Takes it and pins it on the Stranger. There 
you are. And you haven't even started yet. 
Mussolini: Doesn't he look fine with that on his strong, 
big chest! 
Stranger: This is a great honor, I'm sure. 
Hitler: Bagatelle, bagatelle! Now, look here, Old Man, 
just what is the setup down there? I take it that Satan is the 
head of the government, but who are the fellows that do his 
dirty work, who takes his orders? 
Stranger: Well, there are the Demons. They are of differ-
ent classes; there is an administrative group that are directly 
under the orders of his Satanic Majesty; then there is the 
executive group under these administrators, and these handle 
the victims directly, showing them to the proper tortures and 
so forth; lastly there is the maintenance group which stokes 
the fires and does other odd jobs of that sort. 
Hitler: Hmmm .... Not too complicated. Could any of 
these administrators be bribed ? 
Stranger: No. They have been completely corrupted and 
so are incorruptible. 
Hitler: Well that doesn't stop me. I will promise to make 
all the executives administrators. We might as well eliminate 
the upper brackets anyway. They might have old fashioned 
ideas as to how the place should be run. I tolerate no inter-
ference from former governments. 
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Stranger: Oh! So you propose to take over the government 
down there! 
Mussolini: He does? Why, Adolf, that is a capital sug-
gestion! I had the same idea in the back of my head. 
Goebbels and Gayda: Hail the conquering heroes! On to 
victory! Huzzah! Huzzah! 
Hitler: Sh! Keep mum about this, boys. I don't want any-
one down there to catch on. This time I'm going to get inside 
before I start anything. Now, friend, tell me what the set up 
is for internal troubles. Any oppressed minorities? 
Stranger: Yes, everyone is oppressed. 
Hitler: Good! Good! My fifth column ought to be all 
set up down here. We have enough to make a pressure group. 
Now, about the leaders .... Do you know Nero, Bluebeard, 
or any of the Borgia boys? 
Stranger: Why, yes, I know them. Quite well, in fact. 
Hitler: That's just fine! Those fellows are superb material! 
I don't see why they didn't think up this idea themselves long 
ago. 
Mussolini: They were probably waiting for supermen like 
ourselves to arrive and lead them in revolt. 
Stranger: Yes, all Hell is waiting for men like you. 
Hitler: Well then, let us proceed. Here, my friend, are 
your instructions: let yourself be recaptured; after you are in 
find the superior sinners like those I mentioned; talk up this 
revolt idea; then find all the old Nazis you can and tell them 
their leader is on the way to win living room and a place in 
.... well, give them the usual line, they'll recognize it; stir 
the place up in general, but keep it secret as much as you can; 
lastly, find a place for me to make a big speech; after that we 
are as good as in. That's a big order, but we are counting on 
you. Remember, the medals, the uniforms, the prestige; and 
no more roasting for you; you'll be doing the roasting. Who 
wouldn't want to trade this life as a fugitive you are leading 
for all that? Don't fear. I'll do my part. This business always 
works when I'm at the helm. 
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Stranger: I am proud of the trust you put in me, Mr. Hitler. 
But just what will I be when things settle down? 
Hitler: I am a generous man. I never stint in rewarding 
my faithful workers. I will make you number three man! 
Stranger: In an ominous tone. Thank you for the demotion! 
Hitler and Mussolini: Demotion? ! ! 
SATAN: For the Stranger IS Satan. Yes. Fools. I have 
known for a long time, Adolf, that you were a beast, but now 
I realize that you are of the genus Ass! Ho Ho Ho! The 
great leader! The master mind! Why didn't you send a carbon 
copy of your blitzkrieg plans to Churchill? So you're going 
to run Hell. To the hole. Come and get 'em, men. A horde 
of demons bursts forth from the hole, and surround the panic-
stricken victims. Well, four of a kind! Let these three be your 
masterworks, men. I shall tend to Herr Hitler personally. 
The demons rush them off, jabbing, singeing, and beating 
their cringeing backs. The voice of M ussolini is heard: "You 
and your ideas, Adolf!" 
CURTAIN 
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THE MONGOOSE OF SHALOTT 
There sits upon a sandy spot 
That's not too cold, nor is it hot 
Inhaling air into her pot 
The Mongoose of Shalott. 
And every day the birds and bees 
Go gaily winging through the trees 
To warmer climes and crystal seas 
And down to sunny Camelot. 
They do not move the stony shape 
Of our good goose, at whom they gape 
-Often with intent of rape-
The Mongoose of Shalott. 
What can Cupid, wicked fellow, 
Do to hearts whose beat is mellow 
Turning life's blood red to yellow 
With his wicked little dart. 
Solid, sturdy, forthright Mongoose 
With his arrows he did seduce 
And to this sad state did reduce, 
Dying of a broken heart. 
Only armadillos, early 
Dillowing in the fields of barley 
As they whisper, "Hello, Girlie" 
On their way to Camelot, 
Hear a sigh that tells the story 
Of a love affair gone poorly 
For the broken-hearted, hoary 
Mongoose of Shalott. 
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Once when lounging in pajama 
Looking like a red hot mama 
There came up a tall, dark llama 
To the Mongoose of Shalott. 
"Babe," he said, "you're very fetchin' 
Come with me and see my etchin'." 
(For the Mongoose he was letching! 
Llama-letch of Camelot!) 
His words they set her all on fire. 
His motives she did not inquire 
For no reader of Esquire 
Was the Mongoose of Shalott. 
And he said, "Well, let's be startin' 
Quickly with your Ma be partin', 
And we'll have some Chateau Martin 
On our way to Camelot." 
Soft his voice and soft his manner, 
Soft he played on his piana 
In his sleepy, lush cabanna 
Deep in drowsy Camelot. 
Soon she felt her getting drowsy . . . 
In the morning she felt lousy, 
And she was a very frowzy 
Mongoose of Shalott. 
In a lush and beauteous bower 
High up in an ivory tower 
She awoke at early hour 
In the heart of Camelot. 
Then she thought, "My God, the llama!" 
Then she thought of her poor Mama. 
This thought failed to make a calmer 
Mongoose of Shalott. 
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'Tis true of mongeese when at rest 
That hope will surge up in their breast 
Thus was she with idea blessed 
That gave her hope in Camelot. 
"Perhaps he will come home with me, 
And we will make a happy three, 
Llama, llamagoose, and me-
The Mongoose of Shalott." 
Then she searched throughout the house 
And hoped that she might find the louse, 
For he would make a lovely spouse 
For any Mongoose of Shalott. 
"Alas," she thought, "I might have known! 
Now who will for my wrongs atone? 
This llama bad has gone and flown 
The coop, and gone from Camelot!" 
So then she took a little boat, 
(One that she felt quite sure would float.) 
And round about the bow she wrote, 
"The Mongoose of Shalott." 
She launched the boat upon the foam. 
The river took her straight back home, 
And she resolved she'd never roam 
Back to shady Camelot. 
John K. Blake, '42 
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THE BEGGAR 
William E. Howard, '41 
Levi was not an old man, although the children in the 
streets called him that, among many other names. As a matter 
of fact, in this great sixteenth year · of the reign of Tiberi us, 
he was only forty-two years old. 
But the children in the streets who shouted at him, and 
threw pebbles at him, and put dust in his little begging bowl 
judged him from his appearance, and not from his actual age, 
for he did look as old as any patriarch. A ragged, a miserable 
patriarch, to be sure, for it was hard not to pity him when 
you looked at him. He was always covered with the dust of 
the road, and the single soiled garment he wore about his 
waist as he squatted miserably in the ditch only added to his 
appearance of dirtiness. 
He knew he was dirty and unkempt, and he didn't like the 
feeling, but lately he had decided that he just didn't care any 
more. For a long while, he had gone faithfully and trustingly 
to the Fountain of Healing in the Temple every week, hoping, 
always hoping, that as he washed away the dirt of his body, 
he might some day wash away the dirt on his soul. 
Levi was blind. 
He had not always been blind, and it was the memories of 
those days when he had been a carefree youth that had sus-
tained him in this miserable existence he now led. He had 
been born in Gath, of a poor farmer's wife; but even though 
poor, he had loved life for its own sake. How clearly he could 
remember running in the fields, and looking at his father's 
hut, and at his fathe{' and his mother and his sister! How well 
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he could remember the blue sky, the brown and yellow fields, 
the bright clothes of the passing travelers. How well he could 
remember all the colors and shapes that had passed before 
his eyes. They were now his world, his reason for living, for 
his greatest hope had been that some day, in some way, he 
would regain his sight, and see them all once again. 
Then when he was a young man, he had made the journey 
to Jerusalem on foot. It had not been a long journey, but it 
had seemed long, for he was leaving his family and his friends, 
and all those things so familiar to him. 
He was going to become a stone cutter in the city, and to 
become a man of great importance and great wealth, and to 
lift his family from its poverty. He had done well that first 
year, and although only an apprentice who was learning the 
trade without being paid for it, he had been given every hope 
of great things to come. 
But then one day, the message came that his family were 
dead, and his home burned. He didn't even remember, now, 
how that had come about, for he could think of only one 
thing: that everything that he had loved and cherished in the 
world was gone forever. In that same year he had fallen 
downstairs in his master's house, and had been stricken with 
blindness. 
His master was a good man, but not a wealthy man, and so 
eventually it became evident to Levi that he had to leave the 
protection of the master's home, and seek his life elsewhere. 
That is how he happened to be sitting there in a ditch, hoping 
that someone would leave him a coin for his supper, but really 
thinking about his youth and his lost sight. 
A blind man's life is a hard one, for in the world of normal 
people, there is no place for him. The use of his beggar's bowl 
was the only trade he could know, and his mind turned inward 
upon itself so much that he was even a poor beggar. 
Not only the children, but all people were cruel to him. 
They passed him by heedlessly, and- worse than that- t~ey 
paused to throw dust at him and to spit upon him. He resented 
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it at first, and once even tried to catch the children that were 
annoying him, but he lost himself, and searched for a long 
time before he found his familiar place and begging bowl 
again. He had not eaten that day, nor the one after, and he 
had finally moved to another spot so that those children would 
no longer pester him so unmercifully in trying to get him to 
chase them. 
But as the people walked by in front of him, he could hear 
them talking pleasantly among themselves. He sensed that all 
this cruelty was not directed at him as a person, but at him 
because of his blindness. This was the reason why he wanted 
his sight ... not to see his family or the beloved things again, 
for he knew that that was impossible, but to be able to earn 
a proper living, to be able to have people be kind to him, as 
they would be if he were more actually one of them. 
His blindness did not, however, separate him completely 
from the normal world of men. When he was not thinking of 
his youth or of regaining his sight, he found a pastime that 
helped him in his begging. As the world passed by, he listened 
to the sound of its feet. 
He had first begun to do that nearly thirty years ago when 
he had begun to beg. He had listened and listened, until he 
knew each person that passed him by the sound of his feet; 
and this knowledge of people by the sound they made when 
they walked was more penetrating than might be imagined, 
for he came to know each man's character and attitudes by 
the way he walked. 
He could tell when a kind man was coming, or when a harsh 
one; he knew when the children were going to annoy him, 
and when they were going to pass him heedlessly by; he knew 
beforehand when he was going to gei a coin, and when a kick. 
At first he had cried out to those feet, begging them to help 
him in his blindness, crying and whimpering, and feeling 
sorry for himself; but then he had remained silent, realizing 
that none of the feet he could hear could help him in his 
affliction, even if they would. 
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And then one day there was the sound of many feet passing 
by, but in the midst of all the sound, Levi was conscious of 
the fact that someone passed that he could not hear. He felt 
strange inside, as though his heart would burst, and his 
thoughts whirled around in his head, and he felt a panic arise 
in him ... a great fear that he would be unable to hear, and 
his whole body trembled as though a whirlwind had passed 
before him, but had not touched him. 
And when the feeling passed by, he gathered his courage 
and cried out and asked who had passed. 
"A great man," a pair of kind feet said. 
"A fool, an imposter," a pair of harsh feet answered. 
"A criminal," a pair of cruel feet said. 
And Levi did not know what to think, indeed, he could not 
think of but one thing ... perhaps this great man, this fool, 
this imposter, this criminal, perhaps this stranger who walked 
without footsteps could give him back his sight. He cried out 
and asked when the man would pass again. 
"Today," the kind feet answered. 
"Tomorrow," the harsh feet said. 
"Never," the cruel feet answered. 
"But what are they going to do to him?" cried Levi. 
"They are going to crucify him," the kind feet said, sadly. 
"They are going to crucify the only man who can help those 
who really need help." 
"Could he help me?" begged Levi. 
"Yes," answered the kind feet. 
And Levi was overjoyed, for here at last he would regain 
his sight . . . here now at last he could join the rest of the 
world and live a normal life ... no longer would people spit 
upon him, and kick him, and throw stones at him. No longer 
would he beg and starve, or be miserable. Now he was to be 
as other men were. 
And soon the beggar heard many feet again, and much 
shouting, and among them he sensed the approach of the feet 
he could not hear, and he moved nervously, and licked his 
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lips the better to cry out to this man who would make him 
like other men, like these people he heard shouting. 
But suddenly he heard a sound as of a piece of wood being 
dragged along in the dirt, and suddenly he realized the words 
that all these people were shouting, louder and louder, crying 
out everywhere. 
"Crucify Him, Crucify Him! ! !" 
He realized that these people whom he wished to be like 
were going to crucify this man. 
The soundless feet passed, but Levi did not cry out. 
SPRING SONG 
Deep in the midnight 
Soft in the moonlight 
Warm in the sunlight 
Your laughter in spring. 
Gave my heart song 
And though it be wrong 
It will always long for 
Your laughter in spring. 
Soft in the moonlight 
Deep in the midnight 
Warm in the sunlight 
I hear your laugh sing. 
Daniel F. North> >41 
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WANDERINGS 
Beloved, try to comprehend 
That when I leave your side awhile, 
There is a nameless surge within 
My restless heart that even you 
With all your boundless love can never still! 
Divine Intelligence infused 
In me a never -ending need 
For Beauty, in whatever form 
She silently appears to shake 
My soul to dust, as earthquakes blast the world. 
Today a new and untried kind 
Has rendered all my senses dumb, 
And Oh, I cannot heal your pain, 
As with a trembling voice you ask 
What sight or sound produced that haunted look. 
Perhaps I saw a star make sign 
To star across the darkling void, 
Or glimpsed some face, so deeply souled, 
I gaze atremble at the vision, 
Not knowing how to hide my agony. 
But when that beauty vanishes, 
Has taken wing and swiftly flown, 
Lost and irretrievable, 
Scattering drops of dazzling light, 
I'll come and mend the pain that mars your life. 
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Discover, as I always have, 
The utter loveliness of you, 
And at the fountain of your soul 
I'll drink of life and wonder why 
My restless heart must take ·me soon away! 
Ralph S. Grot1er, '41 
SHADOWS 
One day the sun shone 
One day the bird sang; and 
A breeze laden with the sweet smell 
Of freshning spring grasses 
Whisped an auburn hair. 
One day the sun shone 
And then it set 
And the bird ceased singing. 
Daniel F. North, '41 
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MELITA AND THE ROSE 
James Murray, '43 
Escape literature, the psychologists call it. Well, I say damn 
the psychologists. 
I can see her now, through the window. She's reading out 
by the garden wall. She's reading some of that "escape litera-
ture." Poor child! She's well entitled to her escape, escape 
from those hideous steel braces clutching at her legs. Those 
braces have been clutching at her and pulling her down into 
the morass of reality for ten years; and if she can escape from 
that morass through the fanciful pages of some novel, she 
should. Not everyone can. 
It gets very hot in Havana in summer. But just now, as I 
look at her through the window, Melita looks wonderfully 
cool. She is wearing a white, lacy dress and it contrasts the 
brown of her arms and face. She has a lovely face, Melita. 
She would be the most sought after belle in Cuba, if- but 
it's always if. Her eyes are brown and large. Her nose is wide, 
and her lips are full- and red as June cherries. Her hair is 
brown and its soft ringlets frame her full face. Where the 
sunlight tints the edges of her hair it is like golden dust. She 
is very lovely, Melita, and her arms are soft and brown. I love 
to watch her pick up anything with those arms- a glass, a 
book. Just now she is picking a chocolate candy from the dish 
at her side without interrupting her reading. She is a poem 
in color and grace sitting there against the wall. She has the 
rose twined in her hair as usual this morning, and I don't 
believe her eyes have ever looked more wondrously at the book. 
It must be a wonderful story today, probably full of princes 
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and court ladies and a handsome pirate rushing up the Carib-
bean to rescue her. Whoever it is he's rescuing in the book, 
I'm sure that by now it's Melita. Melita has slipped into the 
plot of the story with the ease and gentleness so characteristic 
of her pent up soul. I hope for Melita's sake that the pirate is 
dashing and romantic and, God forgive me, that he doesn't 
mind his lover being a cripple. Or perhaps she isn't a cripple 
anymore. Perhaps she's a beautiful, warm-hearted lady of the 
old Spanish aristocracy who has been imprisoned in her room 
by a mean old Don but who will soon be rescued by her brave 
pirate whose ship already looms off the shore. 
She's going to sleep. The book slides from her lap and the 
rose nods and tumbles from her head to the book. Perhaps 
her pirate turned out to be a dull fellow after all. Ah, no. 
She's smiling. Her whole face smiles when she smiles, even 
in . her sleep. She simply wants to dream about her pirate. 
Perhaps he's just kissed her for the first time and she must 
cherish the moment. She's probably being carried away now 
on his frigate. It's under full sail and the cool breezes blow 
off the· blue ocean, softly sweeping the hair back from her 
temples as she stands erect in the stern of the ship watching 
the cruel land fade on the horizon. Melita must sleep- and 
dream. 
It will always be thus for Melita. She will sit in her garden 
and read and dream. On some days she will listen to sym-
phonies and operas on the radio. On others she will play the 
piano herself. But always she will dream. The music will be 
made to fit the mood of the character she's playing. There is 
no more reality. Reality lies beyond that locked gate at Melita's 
right. It's been almost a year since Melita last ventured out 
into that reality and it was cruel to her. Yet, as I sit here 
thinking, I'm not sure that Melita doesn't want to go back 
to it. There's a certain bitter-sweetness even to our saddest 
memories that makes us yearn to be back among them. Melita 
probably longs to be back among her memories, probably longs 
to pick up her crutches and her basket of roses and swing 
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through that locked gate and out into the streets of Havana, 
perhaps down to that little street by Cathedral Square to sell 
her roses to the giddy tourists while the warm sun bathes both 
her and the wine splashed roses. Perhaps she'd like to twine 
a rose prettily in her hair like she used to, and wait, searching 
the faces of the passers-by anxiously- waiting for him, with 
his dark, handsome face, his grave, deep-set brown eyes, his 
long legs and his youthful smile. Melita would probably like 
to wait for him with her basket of roses and her gay little 
chant to the hurrying people. But Paul won't come back. 
There's only myself left for Melita now. Even her father, 
who loved his motherless daughter so well during life, does 
not understand. It is only I who dusts her bedroom carefully 
every day, who makes her bed each morning, who tends her 
flower bed, and who waits for her slow, hobbling step on the 
staircase each night. It is only I who watches her read each 
day, who goes to the library for a new book, who plays the 
operatic records for her on rainy days. But Melita does not 
notice that I am the only one. Everything is as it was. It is 
"Enrique, get me another pillow, the one with the purple ship 
embroidered on it," or "Enrique, is papa home yet?" and 
"Enrique, there is another ship coming in the harbor!" Every-
thing is as it was before and as it will remain until we are all 
gone, her father, with his greying hair and sad eyes, Sefiora 
Fachini, who only comes on Saturdays now with her big 
limousine and chauffeur, and lastly me, unimportant, but a 
small part of it all. The house, of course, will stay after us, 
with its garden and the gate and the tall shade tree over the 
bench. Perhaps even the jug on the bench will remain; it has 
been there for years with the purple stain running down its 
front where wine was spilled once long ago. The house will 
remain after us for a time, but it, too, will crumble with the 
passing of years; and then there will be nothing left of the 
story of Melita. It will go to join the half forgotten shadows 
that lurk around Havana and give the city its air of romance 
and mystery- and sad gaiety. 
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Perhaps things would have gone on as they had always for 
Melita and the rest of us, if Paul hadn't come along. But I 
cannot say I am sorry he did. Paul brought Melita much hap-
piness while he was here. It made up for the ten dreary years 
with the brace on her legs, years of weary battling against the 
vagaries of the human tide. And when Paul left, Melita refused 
to go back to the battle. She was brave enough, poor girl, and 
her heart was as staunch and as red as one of her beloved 
roses. Still when one has nothing to struggle for, it is useless 
to struggle. Paul was the climax, and Melita would just have 
grown old breasting the tide if she had renewed the fray after 
Paul. And that's why I'm not sorry Paul came: I would never 
want to see Melita grow old. I always want to see her as she 
is out there by the garden wall now, with her head nodding, 
her lips smiling, and the rose on the open pages of the book 
before her. 
I can see her as she was on that first day she brought Paul 
home. She was as excited as a kitten and her brown eyes shone. 
She looked very pretty when she was excited. "Enrique, Papa!" 
she cried. "See! I have brought Paul Martell home. He is the 
American I told you about." I remember we shook hands 
gravely with Paul, and then I had to go and fetch the wine. 
Then we chatted away the afternoon, and when Melita was 
not noticing, we, her father and I, scrutinized the young man 
closely. He was an exceptionally intelligent boy, very sensitive 
and rather quiet. I think we both liked him very much. I 
think Melita loved him - even then. 
Paul was here for a long stay. He was alone. He was enjoy-
ing a rest, having just completed an arduous course in a big 
American University. Melita's father was very much impressed 
with that. The late Andre Fachini, for whose widow, Senora 
Fachini, he still worked, was the only university graduate 
Melita's father had ever known. Moreover, Andre Fachini had 
been one of the richest men in Cuba. Paul had a very expensive 
room at the hotel which indicated that his family was wealthy 
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too, but no one ever questioned him about it. It was enough 
that we liked him. 
I'll never forget how flushed and excited Melita would be 
when she came home evenings those first few weeks. She 
would tell us of the wonderful things she and Paul did that 
afternoon. The roses, which she never needed to sell anyway, 
were forgotten as the two of them visited the sights of Havana 
together. There is so much for young people to enjoy in 
Havana that the days flew by, and Melita drank the cup of 
her joy to the fill. It was at Paul's suggestion that she took to 
wearing white slacks, and each morning I would iron a fresh 
pair of white slacks and either a white or gaily colored blouse 
for her. How lovely Melita looked in them! The wide bottom 
of the trousers covered the unsightly braces; and the lovely 
blouses accentuated Melita's firm young breasts, so that she 
seemed to become a breathlessly beautiful creature, so fresh, 
unspoiled, and pure that it almost hurt to look at her. 
At that time, God spare its memory, our Melita was happy 
and carefree and her heart danced. Those long haunted 
shadows of doubt that often used to belie her smile were 
chased from her brown eyes. Those were the days when I 
finished my work cheerfully in the evening and went down 
with a light heart to my bare little room in the basement with 
the big blanket hung on the wall, and the picture of Melita 
right in its center: I would lie abed in the night with the 
moon shining through the square little window onto the 
cement floor and I would think of Melita; and my thoughts 
seemed to me as wild and as wonderful as the universe. 
Many times I used to borrow Senora Fachini's horse and 
carriage and drive Paul and Melita out into the country. 
Senora Fachini had a heart of gold, and the many favors she 
bestowed on Melita and her father must surely win for the 
Senora a place in heaven as wonderful as that of any mortal. 
Her horse and carriage were beyond doubt the finest in 
Havana, and it was with genuine pleasure that I would drive 
the young people through the brilliant countryside of Cuba. 
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The birds would sing and the flowers would bloom all in one 
confused mass of riotous beauty as we raced along the sun 
drenched road. Paul and Melita in the back seat would be 
laughing and chatting happily; and, now and then, I would 
have to stop the carriage while Paul hopped out, plucked some 
fragrant blossom, and hopped back in, giving the blossom to 
Melita. Melita loved flowers. 
It was on one of these rides that the thing happened which 
I always like to remember when I think of Paul and Melita. 
I remember Melita had never looked more appealing than she 
did that day. The starched white blouse and the white slacks 
formed a brilliant contrast to her brown features; and Melita 
had an incrediby lovely figure for one who has used crutches 
so long. We drove south that afternoon for many miles until 
we came to a little brook where I rested the horse. Melita and 
Paul were relaxing in the sunlight in the back seat when I 
decided to go to the brook for a drink. It was when I was 
coming back, unnoticed, that I saw them. I stopped under a 
tree and watched silently, a hatful of water in my hands. 
Melita had her arms stretched luxuriantly beneath her head 
and was looking up at Paul. Paul was bending over her and 
his earnest face seemed unusually strange. Slowly and with 
an almost unconscious movement he took Melita in his arms 
and pressed his lips to hers. Melita's brown arms slid around 
his neck and they held each other tightly, Paul's dark head 
covering her face. They remained in each other's arms for a 
moment; then broke off, flushed and silent; Paul kissed her 
again gently. After watching for a discreet interval, I burst 
in upon them noisily, spilling water clumsily on the floor of 
the carriage. I pretended I had not seen them, and shortly 
thereafter we drove home. But I'll always like to remember 
them as they were that afternoon when Paul brought Melita 
her only happiness. 
After that trip we drove many times into the country and 
Paul and Melita toured Havana gaily together. But gradually 
the old haunted, trapped look began to reappear in Melita's 
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eyes, until one night she announced to us that Paul would 
return to America the following week. That night I went 
slowly and wearily to my room. 
It was in the middle of that night that I was awakened by 
someone's presence in the room. I opened my eyes to find the 
table lamp lit, and Melita standing by my bed staring down 
at me. She looked more frightened than I have ever known 
anyone to look in my life. Her eyes were like black pools 
with a strange light burning in their depths, and her lips 
quivered as she tried to speak. 
Instantly I was awake: "Melita, what is it?" 
Melita fell on my bed, buried her face in her arms, and 
sobbed. I let her cry, stroking her arm. When she had finished, 
she raised her tear-stained face to me and told me. She had 
had a dream, a terrible dream. 
"They were dead, Enrique, they were all dead. The three 
of them. They kept walking at me one at a time. , They were 
tall men, horrible men. I could not get away. I would walk 
backwards facing them and they would follow - relentless. 
They always walked at the same pace, but no matter how fast 
I ran back they pursued right on top of me. Someone would 
always rescue me. An arm would reach out and pull me away 
just in time. But always the men would pursue me again 
walking slowly. I dared not turn my back on them. It was 
night and I was in terror. Then once it was an old car, a 
coupe. Its headlights shone on me and the three of them sat 
bolt upright in the high front seat and followed me. They 
looked ghastly. I could just make out their livid, unseeing 
faces over the glare of the headlights as they drove after me. 
We went around in circles faster and faster until I thought 
my heart would burst." 
Melita stopped, and her breathing came hard and fast. I 
could only look at her dumbly. She began to speak again. 
"It's about Paul, Enrique. I know. Paul is going away-
forever. That's why I had that dream. Perhaps something 
terrible is going to happen to him." 
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I found my voice at last, a dry, strangled voice. 
"He will come back, perhaps." 
Melita looked toward my little window and smiled wistfully. 
"He says he will, Enrique, but he never will. I know." 
We both gazed at the window then for a long time. The 
moon was full that night and was plainly visible through the 
window. I wondered what the moon was like to Melita, but 
I said nothing. Later, I went up to her room with her since 
she was still frightened. She climbed wearily into bed, and I 
sat in a chair in a corner of the room. I watched her fall 
asleep, her curly hair spread over the pillow, and I listened, 
through the open window, to the ebbing sounds of the sleeping 
city. Melita finally slept and I crept miserably back to my 
barren room whence the moon had fled, and only the gray, 
streaked dawn showed in my window. 
The days of the week before Paul's departure dragged slowly 
by. It was a dreary week with rain cascading tumultuously 
earthward in solid gray phalanx. Even the brief intervals when 
the sun shone through failed to brighten the days. The damp-
ness clung to the houses and the trees tenaciously, and how-
ever brightly the sun shone there was always a heavy 
foreboding of more rain. The thick foliage lay matted down 
all about, cowering before the onslaught of the downpour. 
Inside the house, the dampness and the gloom wore on our 
spirits until the steady drumming of raindrops on the window-
pane drummed itself into our thoughts, beating them down 
into a kind of insensible despair. Melita kept herself shut in 
her room most of the time; and, though her eyes were always 
clear when she came to meals, we could feel that her heart 
was breaking. It was evident in the way her hand trembled 
at the sound of footsteps on the paving stones in the garden; 
it was evident in the way the dark, desperate look came into 
her eyes when a ship sounded its arrival in the harbor; it was 
evident most of all in her almost abject efforts to hide her 
feelings. I mentioned these things to her father. 
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"It is the rain, Enrique. It beats at her as at a flower. Comes 
the sunlight and she will blossom all the prettier because of 
the rain. It is so with all things of nature. The rain is hard-
but necessary. Our girl will be happy again." 
The night before Paul was to sail, Melita ate her meal with 
more zest than she had in a long time. She seemed hungry, 
very hungry. And she laughed and joked as she ate. It made 
her father very glad. He grew expansive. 
"See, Enrique. It is the weather. It clears, a~d presto! Our 
Melita is herself again." 
I smiled and said nothing, eating my food with a kind of 
hand-to-mouth movement, mechanically. I watched Melita 
closely as she excused herself, got up, and went around to her 
father. She kissed him goodnight tenderly and turned to go 
to her room. She turned again to face me when she was 
halfway across the floor. My heart suddenly seemed to con-
tract. 
"Goodnight, Enrique," she said and each word was vibrant, 
intense, possessed of a kind of bitter animosity, not towards 
me, I feel sure, but towards something which was weighing 
down on her. "Please wake me at nine so I can go down to 
the boat and say goodbye to Paul." 
She looked at me for one deadly instant and then she left. 
But in that instant I saw enough to make my blood run cold. 
There was a terrible gleam of triumph in her eyes. I stared 
after her, holding my fork in nerveless fingers. But I did not 
follow. 
Later I went to her room and tapped lightly on the door. 
There was no answer, although I could tell by the irregularity 
of her breathing that she was awake- awake with the violent 
alertness of a tortured mind. I went away. 
How that dreadful night passed I do not know. I only 
remember tossing pitilessly in my bed with my body scream-
ing for relief from a thousand throbbing nerves. I remember 
the wind blowing in the window and the angry, insistent 
ticking of the clock at my elbow. Twice I lit the light and 
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attempted to read, but each time I found the brightness un-
bearable. Finally, somewhere in the swift hours between mid-
night and dawn, I fell asleep. 
The morning was bright and clear with the brilliant Havana 
sun pouring jubilantly down over the countryside, licking up 
the week's rain hungrily when I awoke. I got up and began 
to eat a leisurely breakfast. It was in the middle of my break-
fast that I had my first sense of uneasiness. It seemed to gnaw 
at me, maliciously, mockingly. At length, unable to bear it 
any longer, I went to Melita's room. She was gone. 
The room was spotless! y clean, filled with the fresh morning 
air. Her bed was freshly made and the huge basket of flowers 
stood in the center of the table where I had left it the night 
before. The window was open and it presented a glorious 
vista of deep blue sky and rolling, flower-dotted lawns bask-
ing in the early sunlight. The sun was on the other side of 
the house at that hour and only the cool morning breezes 
swept in the window, splashing against my face as I stood 
there in the doorway. 
Instantly I knew; I don't know how or why. A great weari-
ness took possession of me. My heart was like a ball of lead 
in my breast. I went out of the house slowly, methodically, 
and moved down the street almost oblivious to the scenes of 
the waking city all about me. I brushed past barefooted, brown 
skinned little children, splashing noisily in the mud puddles 
and yelping with delight at the welcome sunshine after a week 
of rains. I scarcely saw the motley army of raucous vendors, 
unwashed housewives, and yawning businessmen who hurried 
along past me bent on taking up the thread of a new day. I 
went straight to the hotel; why, I don't know. I felt that 
somehow Paul would know about it as I did. 
He was in the lobby as I entered, and something in my 
manner must have told him. He hurried over and gripped 
my arm. His eyes were big with fright and they reminded me 
ridiculously of a young colt's I had once set free from a lariat 
when I was a boy. 
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"Enrique," he choked, "is she- did she-" 
"We must look for her," I told him simply. 
We found Melita in a small boarding house on the north 
side of the city. I noticed the crutch marks in the mud out· 
side, and we went in. The landlady directed us to the room 
Melita had engaged early that morning. We went up the 
stairs. It was the room on the right at the first landing. At 
the door I paused. 
"Wait out here, Paul," I said. With a deliberate movement 
which required a great effort of will, I opened the door and 
went in. 
A strong odor of gas fumes greeted me. I closed the door, 
and went quickly to the window and threw it open. Then 
I turned to the bed. 
I can see her yet. She was stretched very carefully on top 
of the bed in her white slacks and blouse. Her hair fell away 
from her face revealing the clear lines of her cheeks and neck. 
In her right hand was a rose with a blob of dew like a great 
tear right in the center of its red beauty. Melita was dead. 
That is all over as I write now. Paul, crushed and beaten, 
has gone back to America. Melita's father is not the same. He 
spends long hours with the wine bottle and never boasts of 
his work at Madame Fachini's anymore. He seldom talks at 
his work at Senora Fachini's anymore. He seldom talks at 
all. Senora Fachini herself weeps sometimes when she comes. 
But I do not weep; I do not need the wine bottle. I have 
what none of these have, these who loved her too. I have 
Melita. I have brought her back. I have changed everything 
for her. I have locked the gate and shut out the world; I 
have dispersed reality. There are only the things she loved 
best: books, music, flowers- and her dreams. Everything is 
quiet and peaceful for her now. She never grows old. She 
always looks as she did that afternoon in the country- when 
Paul kissed her and left the three of us, Paul, Melita, Enrique 
with a memory of the beauty in life. I still have Melita and I 
am happy. The rest do not understand. 
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I can see her now through the open window as I write. 
She is still sleeping, with the smile on her face and the rose 
resting on the open book. Soon she will awake, stretch, and 
look up at the sky to see how far the day is spent. Perhaps 
she will close her book then and come in the house - to await 
another day. 
GEORGE WILSON, AMERICAN 
I see and hear America. 
I see it through the octagonal glasses of George Wilson, 
American, 
I hear it through the little tufts of hair in his ears. 
I see the barefoot, freckled fisher boy 
Come whistling down the path, American youth 
(Of story book, George Wilson, born and bred 
In Akron, never saw a fish outside 
The market, never whistled except when 
A girl with shapely ankles passed by.) 
I see the small, red school house, boys and girls 
In homespun, gingham, calico they sit, 
And learn their readin', 'ritin', 'rithmatic. 
Then, after school, off, hand in hand, they go 
Into the sunset, love, the first chaste kiss. 
(George Wilson went to Public High Eighteen. 
Agnes was the first girl he had dated; 
He had kissed her first that night after they'd left 
The ice cream parlour, her hot lips awaked 
In him strange feelings, feelings strange no longer.) 
I see the honest, ragged shoe shine boy, 
His diligence and thrift have won him wealth; 
Be-pedastaled he stands, the golden idol, 
Of all the finest of the country's youth. 
(George Wilson sought to emulate this god, 
Starting as office boy through work he became 
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A clerk under some Croesus born.) 
I see the American parlour, curtains drawn, 
The fire crackling, cheery, in the hearth. 
Around the central table, statuesque, 
The family group beneath the gas light sits. 
(In the cold brilliance of a barren room, 
George Wilson, his wife, and sallow, pasty child 
Read hungrily the papers, their furtive eyes 
Run line to line, as if afraid what comes 
Will bring destruction to their hollow shell.) 
I hear the clop of horses on the cobbles, 
The tinkle of sleigh bells gliding o'er the snow: 
The gentle hush of evening, the whippoorwill 
Calls softly, from the shadow an answering call. 
(The noise that greets George Wilson's battered ears 
Is discord, the harsh music of machines; 
The screech, the squeak, the frightened neigh of steeds 
Harnessed to an unnatural, hateful task.) 
I hear reechoing from the mountain peaks 
Of years gone by brave words, "Four score and seven 
Years ago our fathers brought forth upon this continent 
A new nation, conceived in liberty .... 
That government of the people, by the people, 
For the people, shall not perish from the earth." 
The echo dims, as from no mountain top 
Comes a strong voice to start it once again. 
(George Wilson twirls, with absent fingers dials: 
"The cause is lost, the country must succumb, 
Democracy is doomed, for heart-burn Turns." 
Impassively he listens, and sagely nods 
His head; he turns the radio off again.) 
This is George Wilson, he who has fallen heir 
To the mantle which was proudly filled by Lee, 
By Lincoln, by the countless scores of men 
Who bravely played their parts upon the stage. 
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It falls incongrously from his shoulders as he 
Stumbles through his part, and vainly gropes 
The vacuum of his memory for his lines. 
Joseph W. Hotchkiss, '42 
FREEDOM FROM THE PRESS 
Long bars of gray light filter through sooted windows 
And crisscross within to lacerate the gloom; 
Two beams merge and limn the place where stands the 
printer's aid, 
The type-setter, bending over his forms; 
The sad half-light throws desperate shadows 
And molds his face more grim than any death head; 
Air too pregnant with dust and too sweet with printing ink 
Is no longer acrid to his nostrils - he is acclimated, 
His shoulders show a sagging strength for one still young, 
His eyes have grown accustomed to reading in reverse, 
He wipes his weary hands and again upon his apron. 
This man is an expert, this creature, this type-setter working 
here-
Each day, mid the clattering linotypes and the roaring presses 
and his boss' angry cackling 
He bends that back, and bows that head, and strains those 
nerves and those eyes 
To set the bars of metal- to set the words that men have 
written. 
Strangers see a figure, a ghost flitting over trays of type, 
"He has no soul, no heart!" they chime, "This creature has 
no soul!" 
But the type-setter, circled by linotypes and roaring presses, 
Strains his eyes to his task and mutters to the god of type 
and ink, 
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To the god who made men free and others slave, "Behold, 
my soul!" 
Half-blinded eye balls brighten and hands skilled with leads 
Contract now and stiffen, the type-setter forgets he is a cog 
and becomes a man. 
In the center of a chaos, in the depths of a hell, 
A man, a type-setter, sees a sudden vision-
Linotypes chatter and presses roar and bosses glare, 
And outside, the city quiets for the evening-
A man at the core of industry and of education dreams a 
freedom and a light, 
A man dreams of metal words that will have meanings, 
A slave dreams of books that he himself will write, 
A soul dreams a time when the babble of printing jargon 
Will fade into a purer speech, true and untrue, 
And his world of linotype and of presses will pass 
And justice will crystallize, and he will realize 
His goal of light and right. The type-setter works while 
dreaming 
And above the roaring in his ears, the clattering and the 
clacking, 
Hears the slow hiss of flames and sees the heavy bubbling of 
dissolving metal 
And feels his thoughts fuse within him - his petty thoughts 
of evening, 
Feels them melt into one thought that becomes a desire, an 
obsession, 
A longing to be free and to run the presses. 
Jac A. Cushman, '42 
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MEET JACOBUS SMYTH, TRINITY, '52 
(A Biographical Essay) 
Franc Ladner, '42 
I thought it was an old account book when I lifted it down 
from the library shelf. And it was an account book - of a 
variety: it contained an account of inestimable value, that of 
several years in a man's life. The man was Jacobus W. Smyth, 
class of 1852 at Trinity College, and this was his daily journal. 
Now that I have read this journal- peeked into his heart 
as it were - I feel that I know him rather well. And as I sit 
here at my desk musing, my pipe burning well and the light 
from a single lamp lending the study an appearance of friendly 
warmth and coziness, Smyth seems to materialize before me. 
He is a likeable youth with a shiny beaver hat, the inevitable 
cane, and a heavy carved meerschaum smoking lustily below 
a thick mustache and- yes, sideburns, thick black ones! He's 
a dude this Smyth chap! The Trinity men of that day always 
were, or so they look to us of a much later and more conserva-
tive- in dress and hirsute adornment, anyway- generation. 
With their beavers, their canes, their checkered waistcoats and 
their tight-fitting trousers, they must have been the cynosure 
of many glances slanted shyly from behind sunbonnets and 
ostrich plume fans. 
Of course I may be all wrong about Smyth's being a dude. 
Writing in his journal one Sunday he says, "The day has 
nearly closed and I have not honoured it by even a clean 
shirt." And then to make this frank confession less admirable 
in our critical eyes, he appends a trite maxim, "What is done 
cannot be helped." Are these the words of a dude, a Trinity 
gallant, a sport from College Hill? Hardly. 
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But just a week later we do find him with a clean shirt on, 
and what a difference does it make in his attitude? He says, 
"Although I have put on a clean shirt today, still I do not 
think I have honoured the day as much as I did last Sunday. 
I am getting deeper into the mire of sin and iniquity and 
must retrace my steps quickly or I am forever lost. It will not 
avail anything to moralize. Action, immediate action is 
necessary." 
An account of a typical Smyth Sunday may give the reader 
a fair conception of a Trinity man's recreation 90 years ago, 
"Laid abed as is my custom upon this day until 10 o'clock, 
when I arose and amused myself during the remainder of the 
morning by reading Moore's poems ... . It rains and blows a 
regular Northeast storm which will probably raise the river 
again, the water having been 20Yz feet above low water mark. 
About 4 o'clock went over to St. John's Church and listened 
to part of a very interesting discourse by the rector relative to 
his late visit South .... After tea I took up the memoirs of 
Aaron Burr which I had been reading. Burr was a man of 
mighty intellect, this he exhibited on many occasions. One 
can get a true idea of his character from this work. (Memoirs 
of A. B. by M. L. Davis). At 9 o'clock I started for College 
amidst the rain which fell very heavily. Read a chapter in 
the Greek Testament and retired." 
But I must not give you the impression that Smyth was a 
Sunday-go-to-meeting type of chap. His shade stands at my 
right elbow telling me that would be most awfully unfair. 
Smyth's one outstanding sin was oversleeping. Day after day 
he ashamedly records such evidence of his somnolence as: 
"Slept over recitation," "Slept over this morning as usual," 
"0 laziness, laziness. I did not rise from my matutinal couch 
until nearly noon." One evening he rather resignedly says, 
"I bid the world goodnight, hoping at least that I might rise 
in time for recitation even if I do not recite." All this difficulty 
is easily understood when we examine other records and 
realize that the first class began at 6 a. m. These Trinity men 
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of yesteryear must have been iron specimens when we gather 
from this journal that the ordinary retiring hour was any-
time from 10:30 to 12 and the usual rising hour was 4:30. 
No stretch of the imagination, however extended, enables me 
to picture any of my contemporaries pursuing such a schedule 
for any length of time. 
Yes, Smyth's behavior was not always exemplary. Early in 
his sophomore year, for instance, he experienced a minor run-
in with faculty members. Writing on October 16, 1849, he 
says, "About 10Yz o'clock I received notice that Prof. Brocklesby 
wished to see me in regard to certain absences that remained 
unexcused. I gave as an excuse that I was not able to get up 
in the morning, neither could I study in the evening: in both 
of these cases the spirit indeed was willing but the flesh was 
weak. But the quotation from scripture did not have the 
desired effect and my excuse was not accepted." And later 
the same day: "The Greek recitation was dismissed before the 
bell began to ring, whereupon myself and some others 
(Sophomore like) proceeded to souse the Freshmen, when 
instead of the Fresh I unfortunately ducked Prof. Coit, a 
circumstance which I would not have had happen if I could 
have helped it for considerable. Prof. Jack came up and I 
owned up frankly so I presume that with the assistance of an 
apology it will pass off." The next day's entry confirms his 
supposition. 
The following May, Smyth went sporting with the boys, 
and an amusing account appears, "In the evening a nul!lber 
of us having imbibed rather freely and feeling rather buoyant 
in spirit, started off after having procured a triangle, fife, and 
a number of shorts (sic) of tin stove pipe, etc., to give a 
serenade to the Lord knows who. I do not believe that I 
should ever be able to find the place again, going over bridges, 
plank-walks until I thought we had got out of the world. 
After having finished some exquisite pieces of music in front 
of some supposed fair one's house, we retraced our steps and 
concluded to take a sail, found a boat and were in the act of 
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breaking the chain, lock, or whatever else fastened it, when 
we perceived a lantern rapidly approaching upon which we 
took to our heels, and arrived at college as the hours were 
growing larger." 
In July, 1851, Smyth took a boat trip on the famous river-
boat "Cricket" down to Greenport, L. I. On the return trip, 
he states unblushingly, "was induced by the unsophisticated 
character of an individual to humbug him about my travels 
in Europe and the U. S." 
Our Jacobus was no goody-goody. Not he. 
But what of Trinity herself in those days? Little more than 
25 years old, its brownstone buildings towering high on Col-
lege Hill sheltered three-score men who 15 years later were 
to see their country torn internally in an agonizing attack of 
after-birth. According to the catalogue for the year 1850 there 
were 11 men on the faculty. Expenses per term were tuition, 
$11; room rent, $3 to $4.50; use of the Library, $1; sweeping 
rooms, ringing the bell, fuel for recitation rooms, and print-
ing, $2. Board was $2 per week in various private homes near 
the College. Among the subjects listed in the course of study 
were Xenophon's Anabasis, Livy, Horace, Herodotus, Cicero, 
Homer, Tacitus, Conic Sections, Optics, Rhetoric, Moral 
Philosophy, Meteorology, Hebrew, and Greek Testament. The 
faculty took an interest in the students' welfare. Witness this 
entry: "At the Greek recitation, in addition to the lesson, we 
received a brief lecture on chewing tobacco in the recitation 
room. The Prof. although an inveterate chewer himself 
advised us all to abstain from it; probably he has had sufficient 
experience to enable him to judge correctly in regard to the 
matter." Ah, Trinity, Trinity, how she has fallen since the 
days of a spittoon in every classroom! 
In these days, Trinity kept well in the public eye. During 
an agricultural fair held in Hartford, our authority took note 
of the following, "An interesting incident occurred this eve-
ning at the fair. A large number of students were walking 
about when a policeman seized two of our number. A 
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desperate rush was made to rescue them but the crowd closed 
upon us and we were only able to rescue one and the other 
was jugged. However, we assembled all we could find and 
made preparations to batter down the door, when the police 
fearing how matters might terminate let his prisoner go." 
On July 31, 1851, graduation ceremonies were held and a 
gala celebration it was. Smyth faithfully records, "After the 
exercises at the church were concluded, we adjourned to the 
American Hall for dinner. There was lots of fun, the waiters 
not providing for us fast enough, the graduates ( i. e., the 
younger ones) rushed from one table to another, carrying off 
whatever they could lay hold of. Retired from the table a 
while after 4 o'clock. In the evening attended the Prex's levee 
and about 11 o'clock went down to the American to our 
supper." The junior class I suppose he means. "Speeches were 
made by nearly all present; Matheson sang us the song of 
Benny Havens 0! Others also sang but we were stopped in 
our proceedings by the landlord who, anxious about the repu-
tation of his house, came to request us to stop, and after some 
high words we agreed to be a little more quiet. We adjourned 
as the hours were growing larger and the day beginning to 
appear. We were all in a tolerable sober state more so than 
on any previous like occasion." 
But this is the diary of Jacobus Smyth, and like all of his 
kind J. S. had a personality. And certainly the writer's per-
sonality is the best part of any personal journal. Here follow, 
then, the few glimpses we have of the inner Smyth: 
Maybe his views on women would appeal to the present-day 
Trinity man. The first reference to that inevitable species 
appears May 4, 1850, in the end of his sophomore year. It 
reads, " ... amused myself ... by reading Moore's poems. 
There are some very beautiful pieces among his writings. He 
seems to be affected like every other poet by the tender passion. 
Would that it were confined to poets alone! I hope it will not 
be imagined from that expression that I am troubled by it in 
any particular. I love to look upon a handsome woman, but 
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I really do not enjoy the society of Ladies any more than I 
do that of my college associates." 
A few weeks later- and this seems strikingly contemporary 
-appears, " ... Four of us discussed the peculiar merits of 
each of the Professor's wives and finally came to the conclusion 
that Prof. Stuart's (who, by the way, has been married but a 
few weeks) was the most likely in every respect of the whole 
bunch." 
In June, Smyth "attended a small party at Mr. Hamersley's 
by a verbal invitation and spent the evening very pleasantly. 
Was introduced to Miss Kissam of N. York who as she was 
dressed appeared to me in reality the prettiest girl I ever saw. 
I am not a great admirer of the ladies, but still when I see a 
pretty one I really acknowledge it." 
The following October, Smyth reaches a height in con-
tempt, "I do despise this practice of young men's waiting at 
the church door to catch the young ladies as they pass out." 
Smyth does not wax as philosophical as he might. He does 
write, however, rather interestingly about his views on religion. 
He was apparently somewhat of a religious devotee, judging 
from his frequent references to attending church- or maybe 
that was a Trinity custom. Somehow I doubt it, or else Trinity 
men have changed more than I am willing to concede. Smyth 
writes thoughtfully one Sunday, "Clark called upon me at 3 
o'clock to go to church to which I readily agreed. When 
started the question arose where should we go. Now although 
I believe the Episcopal Church is the true and apostolic church 
and would prefer going there to elsewhere, yet I think God 
is and can be worshipped by people of other denominations 
with equal sincerity and truth, and if sincere in their faith, 
will be rewarded hereafter according to their deeds here on 
earth. First being afflicted with itching ears and curiosity 
besides, we went to the 4th Presbyterian next to St. John's, 
then we proposed to attend the Unitarian. Just as we entered 
the porch we met a friend- with whom we pushed off and 
shortly met another, went down to the American and smoked 
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a cigar, went back to St. John's where the Bishop administered 
the rite of confirmation to some 20 or more." Then, after all 
this religion, Smyth has the audacity to write the· passage 
quoted above bewailing his sinking into the depths of sin and 
iniquity despite his clean shirt! 
But here we must close our introduction to Jacobus W. 
Smyth. Unfortunately for posterity he was an indifferent 
diarist. Fully aware of his failing he wrote at one point, "Alas, 
alas what a creature is man! How full of failings; how strong, 
and yet how powerless. How subtle, how negligent. More 
than a week has elapsed since I have written in my journal. 
I had almost concluded to give it tip entirely but no, I will 
not. Hope on!" 
From July of his junior year to the same month a year later, 
Smyth's journal was neglected. Five or six entries appear con-
cerning his Commencement and then blank pages. Jacobus 
Smyth has left us. The college boy has become a man and 
the things of his youth are cast away. 
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